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With recent flourishing of embedded media applications (EMAs) such as MPEG-2, WMV and H.264 
encoders/decoders and wireless broadband communication infrastructures such as 3G, WiMax and Wi-Fi, 
real-time multimedia computing and communications on embedded systems becomes a major focus for 
both software and hardware designers. Three important design issues will be considered in this talk. They 
are the increase of power efficiency of the SIMD architecture, the balance between flexibility and 
performance, and design automation. First, the pursuit of higher clock rates and better CPU performance 
has driven power and energy consumption higher. Additionally, the increasing gap between the battery 
life and the energy consumption requirement for EMAs has imposed a great challenge. Power efficiency 
can be enhanced by leveraging the SIMD architecture of an embedded processor effectively. Second, 
there exist multiple audio/video compression formats. The trend of embedded processors is to support a 
wide range of audio/video formats. The design of multi-format codec demands a careful consideration of 
the problem of software/hardware co-design. Third, due to the rising complexity of EMAs, most 
compilers are not able to exploit the architectural features of embedded processors to generate efficient 
SIMD instructions on the fly. The generated codes are often huge in the size and extremely inefficient. It 
often demands human’s effort to fine-tune C codes or even to optimize assembly codes. This process is 
time-consuming and not suitable for the tight time-to-market requirement imposed on these systems. 
More efficient compiling techniques are needed. Some recent R&D efforts to address these problems will 
be presented in this talk. 
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